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Context of the study and Methods

Results: Attenuation in Europe from various regionalisation

Frequency dependant variation in apparent anelastic attenuation

Take home message

Fq = 1 Hz Fq = 10 Hz

ESHM20 regionalisation

Regionalisation from velocities

Regionalisation as a Grid

Variation of apparent anelastic 
 attenuation in Europe
 - Italy and Greece with stronger 
 attenuation (weaker Ground-motion)
 -France, Pyrennes and Alps with 
 weaker attenuation
 - AIC criteria (relative quality of   
  statistical model): 69 247

  - Similar large-scale attenuation
  - Highlight of intra-region variation 
     of attenuation
  - Similar average attenuation in two 
    different regions
  - AIC criteria: 69 337

  - Purely data-driven - No data means 
      no regional adjustments 
      (e.g. Dinarides)
  - More gradual variation in     
     attenuation (e.g. Apennines)
  - Greater data-driven attenuation 
     variation (e.g. France)
  - AIC criteria: 68 622

Frequency dependance of the attenuation:
      - Stronger variation of attenuation at high frequency and stronger average 
         attenuation at high frequencies 
      - Weaker attenuation in France than average value and stronger attenuation in the 
         East part than in the West part
      - Greece and Italy with stronger attenuation than the average value
      - Strong small-scale variation of attenuation in the Alps
Possible correlation with the tomography of attenuation for France (Mayor et al. 2018)
Possible correlation of stronger attenuation with higher seismicity (Mitchell et al. 2008) 

    Seismic hazard studies require precise and accurate (non ergodic) Ground-motion 
model. Due to heterogeneous geology and tectonics in Europe, regionalisation of 
predicted Ground-motion is necessary. In this study, we are focusing on creating 
homogeneous region in term of attenuation. Grid-based regionalisation presents a 
non a priori regionalisation with good frequency dependance, a better statistical 
model and smoother variations of attenuation. Those characteristics allow a good 
model to compare the attenuation with other crustal properties and improve the 
modelisation of attenuation. However, grid-based regionalisation is strongly data-
driven. Without a reliable proxy parameter that explains grid-based attenuation 
variability, undersampled regions cannot have non-ergodic ground-motion 
predictions. Therefore, our next step is to evaluate the physical meaning of grid-based 
regionalisation.

                                           Objectives: 
- Evaluate the existing attenuation regionalisation 
   underlying ESHM20 
- Investigate the frequency/period dependence of  
   attenuation regional variability
- Investigate the physical meaning of regional variability of 
   attenuation in Ground-Motion Model (GMM)
- Develop an improved non-ergodic GMM for Europe  

Ground motion records from shallow earthquakes in Europe

   

- Résif dataset for France 
- ESM dataset for Europe

-1459 earthquakes
-2220 stations

-34060 records of SA

Limits of an ergodic GMM to regionalisation

- Fixed effect predictions are biased 
against poorly sampled region

-Large residual variabilities

Regionalisation of GMM:
- site effect

- between event variability
- locality to locality variability 

- Apparent anelastic attenuation variability 
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Current Regionalisation used in ESHM20: 
model based on homogeneous tectonic 

processes region

Crustal properties-based regionalisation: 
Rayleigh wave group velocities for 

Metropolitan France

Null hypothesis based regionalisation: 
Regular Grid of size 0.5°*0.5°

Regionalisation of apparent anelastic attenuation

Fq = 3.3 Hz

    

 

A partially Non-Ergodic GMM for Euro-Mediterranean region

A global model with:
- Magnitude scaling

- Geometrical spreading
- Apparent anelastic attenuation

-> Fixed effect median for all Europe constrained with a linear mixed-effect regression from data 


